green sprouts Spout Adapter for Water Bottle | Quickly converts a
standard bottle into a sippy cup | Collar fits two standard bottle sizes
Review-2021

Quickly converts a standard bottle of water for child use
Collar fits 2 standard bottle sizes
Travel cap keeps spout clean
Materials: polypropylene; siliconeQuickly converts a standard bottle of water for child use
Going out is simple and easy with the Spout Adapter because it quickly changes a standard bottle of
water into a sippy cup. The drip-free spout is made from silicone and encourages healthy oral
development. Its small size saves space and provides a back up to the everyday sippy cup.
Reusable Face Mask
Learning Plate
Learning Bowl
Snap & Go Easywear Bib
Snap & Go Easywear Long Sleeve Bib
Why is it essential?
Everyday coverage for essential errands
Silicone helps avoid harmful chemicals
Silicone helps avoid harmful chemicals
Comfortable, waterproof protection for messy eaters
Full, protection from mealtime to playtime
What colors does it come in?
4 solid colors and 4 cute prints
Aqua, green, pink, navy, gray
Aqua, green, pink, navy, gray
2 solids colors, 5 cute prints
5 cute prints
Features
10 percent of all face masks sold are donated to help those in need
Helps toddler develop independent eating skills
Helps baby develop independent eating skills
Perfect for on-the-go feeding, this bib neatly rolls up and snaps to store utensils or small snacks in
the pocket
Designed to provide comfortable water-resistant protection for messy eaters during feeding
Features
Activated carbon layer helps absorb impurities and keeps fresh air flowing through the mask
Durable, unbreakable, & heat-resistant silicone
Durable, unbreakable, & heat-resistant silicone
Designed to provide comfortable water-resistant protection for messy eaters during feeding.
Perfect for on-the-go feeding, this bib neatly rolls up and snaps to store utensils or small snacks in
the pocket
Features
Water-resistant outer layer and wicking lining
Suction cup base with easy-release tab keeps plate in place.
Suction cup base with easy-release tab keeps plate in place.
Flip pocket from back to front for an extended catch-all pocket to catch food spills
Flip pocket from back to front for an extended catch-all pocket to catch food spills.
Features
Structured, lightweight, and breathable design
4 divided sections separate & portion foods for balanced meals
3 divided sections separate & portion foods for balanced meals
New design stays put as baby moves while eating.
Comfortable materials for babies who do not like bibs and without azo-dyes, formaldehyde, and PVC
Our Guiding Principles
Pioneering safer materials for health and wellness

We believe that it is our responsibility to monitor quality standards. For over 30 years we have
placed importance on using natural materials, as well as avoiding potentially harmful substances in
all of our products.
Designing from the babies perspective for whole development
We see from the babyâ€™s perspective in terms of comfort and movement. We offer
age-appropriate features needed to support the different stages from newborn to three years old.
Our Pathways of Whole Learning stimulate babies with seven different kinds of developmental
learning experiences.
Supporting parenting naturally with ease
We provide practical comfort for babies and convenience for parents. Our products are designed to
be fundamentally useful and effective with multiple, unique functions.
Minimizing our impact for future generations
We always consider maximizing the life cycle of our products and minimizing their environmental
impact. As much as possible, we strive to source materials that are renewable, recycled, or
recyclable for our products.
Mothers pioneering healthy & safe baby products since 1982
'More than 40 years ago, I was introduced to a holistic way of understanding the world that has
profoundly influenced how I have raised my children. Back then, words like organic and locally
grown were neither mainstream nor commonplace. Today, happily, parents have a myriad of
choices for keeping their children healthy. I relied on these principles as I raised my two daughters
and as I founded my company.' â€”Becky Cannon, Founder and President of green sprouts and i
play., and Author of Grow Healthy. Grow Happy. The Whole Baby Guide
Today, Becky, Emi, and Mari are the mother-daughter owners of i play. and green sprouts, and they
continue to focus on creating the best baby products for families. A lot has changed in the last three
decades, but one thing has never changed: the commitment to the health and happiness of babies
throughout every stage of development. Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

